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Designing with stone and brick aesthetics gives you 

the opportunity to create timeless home designs and 

spaces that stand out. Stone veneers’ texture and details 

are unparalleled and are seen in some of the most 

impressive and inspiring home spaces today due to its 

unique texture, warmth and colors that only stone and 

masonry can deliver. 

Creative Mines has spent decades exploring and 

experimenting with the possibilities of engineered 

masonry veneer applications. It’s an efficient solution 

and design element with an appeal that can transform a 

variety of spaces, both in the home and on the exterior. 

 Incorporating a stone veneer chimney is a great way to add 
dimension to your home. Get started today with Creative Mines.

The Power Of Engineered 
Masonry Veneer

CREATIVEMINES.US

 CRAFT® PEAK LEDGE  /  Fogbank

EXTERIOR

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
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Designing with brick and stone aesthetics doesn’t just 

amp up the style of a home. It adds visual interest that 

provides a significant return on investment, especially 

when it’s the first feature people see. You can enhance 

curb appeal with an all-stone exterior or use veneers to 

complement other materials like steel and wood. 

The Perfect Blend Of Form 
& Function For Any Exterior

Incorporating stone veneer pillars to your home adds a touch 
of luxury to your home’s exterior. Rely on Creative Mines for 
your stone veneer needs.

 CRAFT® PEAK LEDGE  /  Fogbank

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
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The warmth and texture of stone and brick are perfect for 

grand entryways, chimneys, columns, retaining walls and 

outdoor living spaces. Creative Mines takes the idea of being 

creative a step further with its Paintgrade Brick™ and 

Paintgrade Block™ collections. Each profile is designed 

to apply your favorite paint color. As seen here, the Loft 

Paintgrade brick has been painted a warm white to create 

the perfect outdoor living, grilling and entertainment center 

for an epic weekend retreat.

CRAFT® PAINTGRADE BRICK  /  Loft

Ensure your outdoor design doesn’t lack luster with Creative 
Mines stone veneer — tough enough to endure the elements 

and beautiful enough to impress all that encounter it. 

Pairing Paint With Veneer

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-brick
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-block
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-brick
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-brick
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CRAFT® PEAK LEDGE MIXOLOGY BLEND  /  Timberwolf & Tortoiseshell

Make an impressive architectural statement when 

applying masonry veneers to entryway pillars. The 

featured home’s neutral tan exterior, rustic wood 

ceiling panels and green landscaping are just the 

right palettes for the warm, earthy colors of this 

Creative Mines Mixology blend — which can be 

applied in any application. Featuring 50% Timberwolf 

and 50% Tortoiseshell Peak Ledge, the home’s 

natural surroundings are enhanced harmoniously by 

the simple details and texture of this stone veneer 

application. 

Stone veneer from Creative Mines are inspired by 
nature and engineered to perfection, allowing 

them to thrive in outdoor environments.

Blending Favorite Profiles Together

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/mixology
https://creativemines.us/mixology
https://creativemines.us/mixology
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
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CRAFT® MIXOLOGY BLEND  /  Trail Ledge Blacktruffle & Orchard Limestone Bison

Looking for a blended, natural-looking 
outdoor kitchen? Incorporate a stone veneer 
outdoor grilling station from Creative Mines.

Designers and homeowners love the extensive 

design capabilities of stone and brick masonry 

veneer, not just for the visual impact, but 

also because of the significant cost savings 

compared to natural stone and full-sized clay 

brick installations.  

Expect versatility when you use Creative Mines 

stone or brick veneer. Creative Mines offers 

a multitude of products within the Craft® 

collection that can be used to make a singular 

statement or on a variety of surfaces. Each 

stone is hand-crafted by Creative Mines artisans, 

reflecting nature’s beauty, rich authentic colors 

capturing the nuances and extensive color 

palettes found in the wild.  

The benefit of the stone veneer here is it makes 

the grill more than just an appliance added 

after the owners have moved in—it intentionally 

makes it a part of the home. The dark gray colors 

of this Craft Trail Ledge veneer in Blacktruffle 

pair perfectly with the Craft Orchard Limestone 

veneer in Bison, creating a grill station that is 

well-protected and cohesive.  

Stand Out With Versatility

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/mixology
https://creativemines.us/products
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-trail-ledge
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-trail-ledge
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
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Interior design is made infinitely more 

interesting when texture is involved. 

Creative Mines’ Craft Split Modular veneer 

in Powder, pictured here, can add visual 

interest to a room without having to 

introduce a new color, running the risk of 

the space feeling cluttered or too busy.  

Creative Mines is the only masonry 
veneer incorporating 100% natural 

pozzolan pumice for enhanced 
performance and longevity.

Make Fireplace 
Moments Matter

CREATIVEMINES.US

CRAFT® SPLIT MODULAR  /  Powder

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-split-modular
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-split-modular
https://lumberplus.com/
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With our stone veneer’s incredible color retention, you 
can ensure that your Creative Mines fireplace design 
will impress for years to come. 

 CRAFT® ORCHARD LIMESTONE  /  WILDFLOWER

Creative Mines’ masonry veneer offers an easy way to 

add warmth with a variety of textures, color varieties 

and styles to complement family and sitting rooms 

in a multitude of different designs.

Creative Mines’ Craft Orchard Limestone, featured 

above in our Wildflower color, adds subtle texture 

and balance to the white and cream palette of the 

living space. The carefully chiseled edges and crafted 

ridges of the stone help to ground the design of the 

entire space, a detail that contrasts perfectly with 

the softer wood surfaces of the shelving and floor. 

Make A Statement With Subtle Beauty

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
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CRAFT® CRAFT SPLIT MODULAR  /  Timberwolf

Our stone veneer delivers unparalleled style, form and function. 
Rely on Creative Mines to bring your fireplace design to life. 

For a sleeker, more modern aesthetic, Creative 

Mines’ Craft Split Modular veneer offers a reliable 

solution. Seen above in the color Timberwolf, the 

stone veneer provides a clean, contemporary 

fireplace design. The Split Modular stone veneer 

profile has been meticulously crafted with 

precision cut stones and unique sawtooth details 

suited to any home looking to push the boundaries.

All of Creative Mines’ veneer profiles are 

meticulously crafted, utilizing premier molding 

techniques that deliver dimensionally accurate 

modern stone shapes that are rarely found in a 

more expensive natural stone. In addition, each 

stone has been hand selected and shaped to fit 

in effortlessly for easier installation. These details 

create a product that gives modern homes access 

to high design and customized styles.

Empower Spaces With A Classic Look

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/mixology
https://creativemines.us/mixology
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-split-modular
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-split-modular
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
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Craft Paintgrade Brick from Creative Mines offers the 

ultimate design flexibility and personalization. Choose from 

a full menu of brick textures and shapes, including our Loft, 

Brewery (pictured below) and Modern Block profiles. 

Enhance Interior Applications 
With Stone & Brick Elements

Subtle differences can create the biggest impact. Incorporating 
an exposed stone veneer fireplace that matches the color 
scheme of your walls creates a refined look for your space.

CRAFT® PAINTGRADE BRICK  /  Brewery

INTERIOR

https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-brick
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-peak-ledge
https://lumberplus.com/
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With Craft Paintgrade Brick, you can apply your favorite 
paint color to achieve the specific design you’re after. 

CREATIVEMINES.US

CRAFT® PAINTGRADE BRICK  /  Loft

A stone veneer backsplash is a unique way to add another element to 
your home’s interior. With Creative Mines’ Craft Paintgrade Brick, you can 
let your creative juices flow with customization options available. 

Both Paintgrade brick and block are designed 

to receive a custom color to match the 

aesthetic of any project. This is especially 

beneficial for interior applications, like 

accent walls, that can make a huge impact 

for homeowners looking for a way to update 

their living space with minimal design effort.

Customize Spaces 
For Tailored Designs

CRAFT® PAINTGRADE BRICK  /  Brewery

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-brick
https://creativemines.us/blog/make-a-classic-look-modern-with-brick-veneer-siding
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-split-modular
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Creative Mines’ stone veneer provides a host of 

benefits when applied to interior accent walls. 

Even with open-floor designs, a stone wall design 

complements other structural materials in the space 

without imposing on your square footage or interior 

aesthetics. 

Thanks to the fact that Creative Mines’ stone veneer 

is lightweight and easy to install, adding accent 

walls or other stone features in the interior is the 

perfect choice. Builders won’t have to worry about 

complications with clay brick or natural stone 

masonry processes. At Creative Mines, our team of 

artisans are dedicated to delivering a product that 

makes construction more efficient, flexible and 

simple, saving both time and money while ensuring 

your overall vision becomes reality.

Adding an accent wall can transform the appearance of an 
indoor space. Exposed stone accent walls are easier than 

ever with manufactured stone veneers from Creative Mines.

Rely On A Solution Dedicated 
To Performance

CRAFT® SPLIT MODULAR  /  Powder

INTERIOR

https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/mixology
https://lumberplus.com/
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Count on Creative Mines Craft Paintgrade Brick to add an 
exposed brick look to your kitchen. This brick veneer’s color is 
customizable to ensure you get the exact look you want.

By working with such versatile products, spaces like 

this kitchen above are enhanced with the look of 

Craft Paintgrade Brick in our Loft texture, featuring 

a neutral white color. And because Craft Paintgrade 

Brick lends itself to customization, homeowners 

can easily complement the design in any aesthetic 

space. Whether you’re going for a repurposed 

warehouse look or an English tavern, Craft 

Paintgrade Brick provides just the right amount of 

industrial scenery to complement places of creativity 

like kitchens or studies.

Achieve An Individualized Look

CRAFT® PAINTGRADE BRICK  /  Loft

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-brick
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Using stone veneer means homeowners benefit from the texture 

and appeal of stone without the expense. Natural light can fill 

a room like none other, and limestone has an inherently bright 

quality to it no matter the weather or time of day. This Craft 

Orchard Limestone in Whitegold helps to soften and compliment 

the natural light in this beautifully designed bath space.  

CRAFT® ORCHARD LIMESTONE  /  Whitegold

Bring peace and tranquility to your bathroom 
design with Creative Mines stone veneer. 

Pair Old School Beauty 
With Modern Day Design

https://lumberplus.com/
https://lumberplus.com/
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-orchard-limestone
https://creativemines.us/product/craft-paintgrade-brick
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Whether you’re trying to create an irresistible 

fireplace design, a standout interior accent wall or an 

unforgettable outdoor space, masonry stone veneer 

from Creative Mines is the perfect choice to bring your 

dream design to life. 

Creative Mines was established by pioneers in the 

masonry veneer industry and born from a passion for 

delivering exceptional quality. We utilize a proprietary, 

Pozzolan mix design of premium cementitious 

ingredients to guarantee long-term performance in 

any climate, any condition with no-fade color and 

superior resistance to efflorescence.

Our mission is to help you take your design dreams 

from vision to reality, with a team of experts who share 

a collective commitment — delivering high-design, 

technically superior products and prioritizing our 

customer’s experience.

Create More 
Memorable Designs 

Contact us today to get 
started on your project. 

Become a believer. Order a sample 

of Creative Mines stone today. 

 CRAFT® ORCHARD LIMESTONE  /  Timberwolf

https://lumberplus.com/
https://share.hsforms.com/1lyJOR-_0TuuKsW4qjiwkJge6bgp
https://creativemines.myshopify.com/
https://creativemines.myshopify.com/

